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NEW GREEK FRAGMENTS OF BIBLICAL MANUSCRIPTS 
IN THE CHESTER BEATTY LIBRARY 

 
 
  As many scholars have experienced first-hand, the dry sands of Egypt and the 
arid caves of the Judaean Desert are not unique in yielding papyri from time to time. 
Libraries too have proven to be exciting places to investigate for anyone interested in 
unearthing unknown texts. Among these the Chester Beatty Library and Gallery of 
Oriental Art, Dublin, has been no exception. The list of known papyri in its possession 
has been growing steadily over the years. In the following pages we will devote our 
attention to a) Greek materials and, more particularly, b) the series of manuscripts 
initiated by Frederic G. Kenyon in 1933 with the publication of Chester Beatty Biblical 
Papyrus I (Gospels and Acts). The sole exception to the above is a well-known snippet 
of P. Bodmer XX. 
  The series published by Kenyon reached number XII with the appearance of 
Enoch and Melito, all of them manuscripts acquired by Alfred Chester Beatty in the 
early 1930s. In my own publication of two manuscripts of the Greek Psalter in 1978 
this series was continued with the approval of the Chester Beatty Library. 
Consequently, the Greek Biblical series has at present reached XVIII. For the 
convenience of the reader we list here the post-Kenyon manuscripts: 
XIII Psalms 72:6–75:13, 77:1–88:2 (Two Manuscripts of the Greek Psalter, Analecta 

Biblica 77. Rome, 1978). Rahlfs no. 2149  
XIV Psalms 31:8–1l, 26:1–6, 8–14, 2:1–8 (Ibid.). Rahlfs no. 2150  
XV  Acts of Phileas plus Psalms 1:1–4:2 (The Acts of Phileas Bishop of Thmuis 

[Including Fragments of the Greek Psalter]. Cahiers d' Orientalisme 7. Geneva, 
1984). Rahlfs no. 2151 (Pss)  

XVI Apocryphon of Jannes and Jambres (cf. J. H. Charlesworth, The Old Testament 
Pseudepigrapha vol. 2, pp. 427–42. New York, 1985). [See now my The 
Apocryphon of Jannes & Jambres the Magicians. P Chester Beatty XVI (with 
New Editions of Papyrus Vindobonensis Greek inv. 29456 + 29828verso and 
British Library Cotton Tiberius B. v f. 87). Leiden/New York/Köln: Brill: 
1994.]  

XVII Luke 14:7–14 (see below)  
XVIII Job 9:2–3, 12–13 (see below). Rahlfs no. 854  
  As is evident the term "Biblical" has been interpreted in a wider rather than a 
narrower sense, in conformity with the example set by Kenyon for Papyrus XII. 
  In what follows only letters outside of parentheses constitute new text. Readings 
within square brackets are, of course, reconstructions by the editor. Scribal corrections 
and lectional signs in previously edited portions of text have been ignored. For Genesis, 
Numbers, Job and Psalms the editions of the Göttingen Septuagint have been used and 
their text is cited as Gk. 
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1. Genesis (Papyrus V; Rahlfs no. 962) Plates 1–2 (pp. 50–51) 
In 1977 I published a new edition of Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri IV and V 
 (American Studies in Papyrology 16. Toronto/Sarasota). Included were four frames (8 
plates) of fragments which for the most part belong to Papyrus V. A further fragment of 
this papyrus was found subsequently, framed with fol. 18 of Papyrus II (Rom 14:9–21, 
22–15:9; see Kenyon, Plates). It belongs to fol. 4 lines 2–6 verso and 3–7 recto, and 
comprises respectively Gen 24:48–50 and 24:60–61: 
 
   verso  recto  
  48  (mou abraa])m? (oc)  60 (e)ul[o]g?([hcan) 
    (gater])a? tou a(delfou)  (hm)w ?n ei gei([nou) 
  49 (eleo]c (k? … (kai)   (cperm)a cou tac? ([) 
   (ina e])pictre(yw) 61 (a)brai au([thc) 
  50 (k]ai b)aqou(l)   (tou) anqr([wpou) 
 
  Two items in the fragment are of interest. For the third line of verso Kenyon had 
reconstructed eleoc] kai. Since what appears on the edge of the papyrus is essentially a 
vertical stroke, in my edition I opted for the reconstruction of eleo]n? kai, hence reading 
with the d group. And thus it was recorded in the Göttingen edition (see Wevers, 
Genesis). The new fragment now shows that neither editor was correct. The sigma of 
eleoj is unmistakable and, consequently, 962 reads not with d but with Gk. What 
follows, however, seems to be an erasure of 3 or 4 letters, but what was erased is not 
clear. Perhaps the scribe’s mistake was occasioned by kaidikaiosunhn which follows 
the erasure. Whatever the case, the presence of the erasure brings the line into 
alignment with the preceding and following lines. 
  In the second line of the recto side Kenyon had reconstructed hmw[n ei geinou 
which in my edition was changed to -ginou in view of the principle that no variants 
from Gk should be reconstructed unless demanded by considerations of space or total 
spelling consistency in the manuscript. Neither of these conditions obtains for our 
passage, though itacisms are well attested in 962. The fragment now shows that such 
was also written here. 
 
2. Numbers and Deuteronomy (Papyrus VI; Rahlfs no. 963) Plates 1–2 (pp.50–51) 
  Three further fragments in the same frame belong to Papyrus VI. More 
particularly they form part of folios 9, 12 and 61, comprising Num 5:19–20, 25–26; 
7:44–47, 54–55 and Deut 2:35–37. For the first fragment the page order is recto verso, 
for the second verso recto and for the third recto verso. 
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recto   verso  
  19 (ton andra ton) c?e?a?u?t?o?u??  
   (thc aqwa icqi) apo tou  25 pi to (quciacthrion)  
   (udatoc elegmo)u tou  26 kai (dracetai o iereuc) 
   (epikatarwmeno)u tou   ap(o thc quciac to mnh)  
  20 (tou ei de cu para)b?ebh  moc(unon authc kai anoi)  
   (kac up androc ou)ca ei  cei a(uto epi to quciacth)  
   (memiancai kai e)d?wken   rion (kai meta tauta po)  
   (tic thn koithn aut)o?u en   tie(i thn gunaika to udwr) 
   (coi plhn tou andr)[o?c] c?ou 
 
  A number of points are to be noted. On the second line of the recto side Kenyon 
had reconstructed the text without apo. On the sixth line 963 reads ei with 376 b 75 59 
Cyr against h of Gk. On the last line 963* may have read andrwj. In any case the 
supra linear correction is clear. 
 
   verso    recto  
  44 (i xrucwn plhrh q)u?mi  
  45 (amatoc mocxon a) ek  54 w?(n manacch gamali)  
   (bown kreion a am)n?on   55 h(l uioc fadeccour to)  
  46 (eic olokautwma k[a])i? xi    d(wron autou trubli)  
   (maron ec aigwn a p)eri    o(n argurion a l kai)  
  47 (amartiac kai eic q)u?ci?    r?8(olkh autou fielhn) 
 
  One variant on the first side is of interest. On the third line Kenyon had 
reconstructed am[no8 a8, in accordance with common scribal practice in 963 on the 
abbreviation of the numeral. The new fragment shows, however, that this 
reconstruction was mistaken. 963 clearly omitted ena with A V 15-82-376 C1’-52 f-246 
n s-321 x-619 628 Latcodd 100 104 Aeth-CH against Gk. 
 
   recto    (nhqh polic htic di)e?  
      (fugen hmac tac p)a  
  35 (ta kthnh epronom)eu    (cac paredwke kc o q)c8 
   (camen kai ta ckula tw)n    (hmwn eic tac xei) 
   (polewn elabome)n   37 (rac hmwn plhn ei)c 
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  36 (ec arohr h ecti pa[r])a    (ghn umwn amman)  
   (to xeiloc xeimarro)u    (ou prochlqomen pa)n  
   (arnwn kai thn pol[i])n    (ta ta cunkuroun t)a?  
   (thn oucan en th f)a? 
   (raggi kai ewc orou)c? 
   (tou galaad ouk eg)e? 
 
  The verso side of this fragment gives only margin, as is clear from the Plate. 
 
3. Enoch (Papyrus XII) Plates 1–2, 3–4 (pp. 50–51, 52–53) 
  The final fragment in the frame belongs to Chester Beatty Biblical Papyrus XII, 
Enoch (and Melito). In fact it comprises the first (and second) line(s) of fol. 10, which 
is in the possession of the University of Michigan. On the verso side we have Enoch 
100:1–2 and on the recto 100:10–11. Unfortunately the reading on the former is not as 
clear as one would wish. The text seems to read: 
 
        w?n? ? 
    (ai]mat)[o]c? a[utwn anqrwpo]c ou 
  (k afec]ei thn [x])ei[ra  
 
  Quite clear is that the supra-linear correction reads a genitive, as one would 
expect in light of the Ethiopic text. Both Ethiopic I and Ethiopic II speak of "a stream 
(consisting) of their blood", the second element of which would have been represented 
in Greek by the genitive instead of ta aimata which Campbell Bonner reconstructed 
(The Last Chapters of Enoch in Greek, London, 1937). Though in accordance with 
Greek idiom one might expect the plural noun (i.e. "spilled blood"), one should perhaps 
take note of diaporeusetai ippoj ewj tou sthqouj autou dia tou aimatoj twn 
amartwlwn in 100:3. In light of the latter passage it would make sense to posit that 
the original text of 100:1 read tou aimatoj, as our fragment in any case suggests, and 
that this was subsequently changed to twn aimatwn. 
  The recto side of our fragment is quite legible. We have 
 
   [katamar]/turhcoucin u+mwn pan? [nefoc kai omi 
 
  Bonner had partially reconstructed this line as pasa] ne[felh, which is 
problematic since the reading of epsilon is extremely uncertain and the traces of no 
which 
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are visible on Bonner’s papyrus are by the new piece shown to be part of pan. Clearly 
ruled out is pasa; hence nefoj is to be preferred to nefelh. Neither occurs elsewhere 
in Papyrus XII Enoch. The correct reconstruction in 100:12 may well be nefei instead 
of nefelh, or the translator may have used both. 
  A second fragment of Papyrus XII was already mentioned in Appendix A of 
Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri IV and V (see 1. above). That the fragment in question is 
indeed part of XII, as there suggested, seems now beyond reasonable doubt. All the 
characteristics of the hand which wrote the fragment can readily be paralleled from the 
pages of the Papyrus. Exact placement must now be attempted. 
  Quite clearly our fragment is not part of the extant folios. Though its physical 
size per se presents no obstacle, its evident content does not permit such placement. 
Apparently then, if it is part of Enoch it must belong to a folio not otherwise preserved. 
Since the complete text of Enoch is available only in Ethiopic and modern translations 
thereof, placement meets with some complications. However, some initial help may be 
obtained from using Rylands MS 23 reproduced in M. A. Knibb’s edition of the 
Ethiopic text (The Ethiopic Book of Enoch vol. 1 Text and Apparatus. Oxford, 1978). 
The following equation can be established between Ryl 23 and the pages of Papyrus 
XII: 
 
    Greek  Ethiopic  Ratio  
   p. 1 38 lines  = 28 lines  1.36 
    2  41 =26 1.57 
    3 41 =32 1.28  
    4 41 =32 1.28 
    5 45 =33 1.36 
    6 42 =33 1.27 
    7 44 =39 1.13 
    8 44 =41 1.07 
    9 45 =34 1.32 
    10 46 =31 1.48 
    11 46 =40 1.18 
    [12 17 =12 1.41] partial page 
 
  The ratio of Ethiopic to Greek lines ranges from 1.07 to 1.57 and gives an 
average of 1.28. In terms of lines per page we could say that the range is from 26–41, 
or an average of 33 lines of Ethiopic text for each page of Greek. For a variety of 
obvious 
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reasons these figures must be treated with due caution; nonetheless they are able to 
provide some guidance in attempting to place our fragment. 
  Working back from Enoch 97:6, where Papyrus XII commences, we could say 
on the basis of the ratio we have established that the preceding folio would have started 
in the vicinity of Knibb p. 355 line 16 or Enoch 94:7/8, and the folio before that 
somewhere around Knibb p. 348 line 31 or Enoch 93:2/3. The page breaks of these 
folios would have come somewhere near the end of chapter 93 for the latter and 
somewhere in 96:2 for the former. 
  If we examine next the content of our fragment, it would seem that on the verso 
side we are dealing with the concluding verses of chapter 93 with its series of 
disjunctives, several occurrences of the verb "to be able" and an evident reference to 
"width". On the recto side we appear to have part of the "woes" section in chapter 94. 
More particularly, we have a "woe" immediately preceded by a medio-passive verb in 
the 3 p1., with a 2 p1. referent in the very next line. Such a combination occurs in 94:7–
8. 
  If our conclusions thus far, based on estimated page size and content, are even 
approximately correct, it means that our fragment belongs near the bottom of what 
Kenyon would have labeled folio 6 (pp. 11–12 of the manuscript). What is of 
papyrological interest is that the page order is verso-recto, that is to say, identical to 
that of the other folios of Enoch. On the question of quire formation Kenyon suggested 
that Papyrus XII either formed a quire of 14 leaves and that the extant leaves were 
preceded by another quire of 8 leaves, or that it is the central portion of a quire of 28 
leaves. If our conclusions on placement are correct, Kenyon's first option is excluded 
since in that case one would have expected the order of the new fragment to have been 
recto-verso. 
  Reconstruction of the fragment is, of course, no easy matter but what is here 
given can at least serve as a point of departure for future investigation. 
 
    verso  
93:12 .. meleth]c?ai h epi?[telecai . . . . . . . 
 13 . . . . . . . . ]g?ac kai g?[e tic ectin toiou  
  toc anqrwp]oc wc duna?[tai epictacqai ti 
  ectin to p]l?atoc h to b]aqoc thc ghc kai 
  tini wfqh] panta ta m?[etra authc . . . .  
 
Notes: 2 ]g?aj: This may also be read as ]taj, though gamma seems preferable.  
  2–3 kai: Eth reads "and', Aram "or". 
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  tij – anqrwpoj: Eth reads "who is there of all men" and Aram has "who is 
there . . . man" (collective?). This phrase clearly finds no exact equivalent in our 
Greek text. ge has been proposed because what is visible is not a tau but could 
be a gamma. It finds no correspondent in Aram or Eth.  

3  wj: As is common in Papyrus XII the scribe wrote omega for omicron.  
4  to platoj h to baqoj: Aram reads "length and width" while Eth has "width 

and length/height". Neither has a disjunctive. Though baqoj can refer to 
"height", it does not have this meaning in biblical Greek, including Enoch 1–32. 
Reference is here seemingly to the depth of the earth with likely overtones of 
the abyss, which in biblical cosmology is located beneath the earth (cf. Deut 
33:13, Ps 71:20, 107:26, Isa 51:10, Rom 10:7, Rev 11:7).  

  thj ghj: Aram reads "the whole earth" but our text apparently sides with Eth.  
5  authj: Aram reads apparently a singular, Eth a plural suffix. The antecedent 

would seem to be "earth".  
 
    recto 
94:7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ] k?ai o[i kekthmenoi 
  xrucion kai arg]um[ion en th kricei 
8  taxewc apolou]ntai ouai [umin oi plou 
  cioi oti en tw p]l?eoi u+mw?[n pepoiqate  
 
Notes: 

 
2  argumion: The reconstruction presupposes a scribal mistake of m for r which is 

not otherwise attested in Papyrus XII, though numerous errors in great variety 
can readily be documented. As Bonner aptly wrote: "In addition to the 
numerous irregularities in spelling and grammar ... almost every page exhibits 
errors of a more serious sort which show that the scribe was often drowsy or 
inattentive, and suggest that he understood his text imperfectly" (p. 17). Perhaps 
the mistake was made under influence of ashmoj/n (silver). Cf. Job 42:11 
which speaks of xrusou kai ashmou.  

4  pleoi: Again we seem forced to posit a scribal error. What he wrote is 
unintelligible both as a mistake and semantically. What we expect is ploutw. 

   
 
  Needless to say, no editor in reconstructing a fragmentary text feels entirely 
comfortable with positing scribal slips, but in our fragment such an approach seems 
nonetheless warranted both by the nature of the manuscript and the certainty of 
placement. 
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On the latter score we may summarize here the positive evidence: 1. the verso side 
reconstructs convincingly; 2. the recto side features a "woe" immediately preceded by a 
medio-passive 3 p1. verb, with a 2 pl. referent in the next line; no such combination 
exists in Enoch 91–97:5, except in 94:7–8; 3. the distance between our two passages 
equals 28 lines of Ethiopic, which is eminently compatible with the Greek-Ethiopic 
equivalence with which we started; 4. line length on both sides of our fragment is 
compatible with the average of Papyrus XII. The negative evidence consists of 2 
readings on the recto side which must be regarded as scribal errors for the placement to 
be correct. 
  As is well known, 4QEng, whose evidence has already been cited in the Notes, 
places the last three Weeks of the Apocalypse of Weeks, i.e. 91:11–17, before 93:11, 
but since our text begins at 93:12 it unfortunately sheds no light on this literary 
problem. 
  For additional fragments of P. Chester Beatty XII Enoch see J. T. Milik, The 
Books of Enoch. Oxford, 1976, pp. 259, 261 and 264 (= Enoch 91:3–4, 92:1, 92:5). 
Milik's placement of the two fragments, however, raises some vexing questions. 
  In connection with Milik's placement of the first fragment, we may restate here 
the relevant codicological information on Papyrus XII. What we have is a quire or 
gathering of 14 bifolios = 28 folios = 56 pages. Pagination is partially preserved. For 
the first 28 pages the order was verso-recto and the reverse for the remainder. Pages 8–
26 contained Enoch 91ff., if the Greek text is assumed to be of approximately equal 
length to the Ethiopic in the initial chapters; pages 26–42 had Melito's homily, with 
some unknown document following it. What pages 1–7 contained is not clear but to 
posit that the Greek text had a longer beginning than the Ethiopic, as Milik does, is 
hardly warranted by the evidence. Moreover, Milik's own placement of the recto side of 
a Greek fragment in 91:3, if accepted, seriously calls into question such a conclusion. If 
the piece is part of Enoch at all, it can only mean that Pseudo-Ezekiel, which appears 
on the verso side, must have preceded Enoch. George Nickelsburg cautions, however, 
that the Epistle of Enoch may have begun at 92:1, in which instance a total of nine 
pages would have been available. Now, to allot a mere seven pages to any text 
presupposes a very short document. Whatever the case may be, we have no reason to 
suppose that the Greek was longer than the Ethiopic. 
  Milik's placement of the second fragment also raises problems. That the verso 
side has 92:1 had already been suggested by Bonner, and Milik's reconstruction of the 
piece seems entirely plausible. But that on the recto side we have 92:5 appears 
improbable. According to Milik, the Aramaic text must have been considerably longer 
than the Ethiopic in vv. 3–5, and by placing the recto side of the Greek fragment so 
close to 92:1 (= verso) Milik seems to suggest that the Greek supports the Aramaic in 
having the longer text. My 
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calculations, however, indicate otherwise. Milik states that Eth Enoch 92:3–5 was 
equivalent to 17.5 lines in Aramaic. Now, since Eth Enoch 92:3–5 comprises just over 
8 lines in Knibb's edition and since a line of Ethiopic equals circa .5 lines of Aramaic, it 
follows that the Aramaic text at this point must have been approximately four times as 
long. However, placing the recto side of the Greek fragment in 92:5 can only mean that 
the Greek text must have been somewhat less than twice as long as the Ethiopic, since, 
as we saw earlier, approximately 30 lines of Ethiopic are normally equivalent to one 
page of Greek. Consequently, if we follow Milik, we would seem forced to posit three 
versions of Enoch 92:3–5: 1) the Ethiopic version, which is the shortest; 2) the Greek 
version, which is twice as long as the Ethiopic; 3) the Aramaic, which is four times as 
long as the Ethiopic. In point of fact, I can see no reason not to assume that the recto 
side of the Greek fragment belongs somewhere in 93:4–5 where it falls if we posit that 
the Greek and Ethiopic texts were of approximately equal length. Unfortunately, the 8 
legible letters do not permit us to say more. 
 
4. Job (Papyrus XVIII; Rahlfs no. 854) Plates 5-6 (pp. 54-55) 
  Also included in Appendix A of Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri IV and V was a 
fragment of Job (Plates 3,2 and 4,2). On the verso side we have Job 9:2–3 and on the 
recto 9:12–13. As Dr. Kurt Treu pointed out to me in private correspondence, my 
earlier reconstruction of the piece was incorrect. The enlarged omicron and beta, 
exactly below each other and without preceding ink-traces, mean that we have here 
line-initial letters. Consequently the reconstruction should have been 
 
    verso 
2  oti outw[c ectin pwc gar ectai dikaioc 
3  brotoc p[ara kw ean gar boulhtai kri 
  qhnai au[tw  
 
    recto 
12   apoc]t?[reyei 
13  h tic erei autw ti epoi]cac autoc ga[r 
  apectraptai orghn up]o autou eka[m 
  [fqhcan             ] 
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Both the enlarged letters in 9:2, 3 and the continuously written text in 12–13 
should mean that the text was not written in stichs. As Dr. Treu writes: Continuous 
writing, cursive script, modest format indicate an unpretentious codex". 
  Though the text is not extensive, it furnishes a number of welcome readings in 
support of Ziegler’s critical text. This is the more significant since the papyrus texts of 
Job are extremely few. In 9:13 upo in place of up is a unique variant. 
  As to the date of our small fragment—I see no good reason to change my 
original judgement, namely III or at the latest IV AD. If this is correct, P. Chester 
Beatty XVIII is the second earliest papyrus of Job, being antedated only by P. Oxy. 50, 
3522, a I AD text which features the tetragram in palaeo-hebrew. 
 
5. Psalms (Papyrus XIII; Rahlfs no. 2149) Plates 7–8 (pp. 56–57) 
  In late 1985 Dr. Patricia Donlon of the Chester Beatty Library discovered 
among old correspondence from Tano, a dealer in antiquities from whom Chester 
Beatty is known to have bought a variety of items, a papyrus fragment which turned out 
to belong to P. Chester Beatty XIII (= Ac. 1501). This manuscript was published by me 
in 1978 in Two Manuscripts of the Greek Psalter. The fragment forms part of fol. 6 and 
comprises Ps. 80:15–81:6 (recto) and 82:17–83:4 (verso) 
 
    recto  
80:15–16 (oi exqroi ku eyeu)canto a?ut?w ([      kai ecth o kairoc  
  17 (autwn eic) t?on aiwna     kai ey([wmisen autouc ek) 
    (cteatoc) p?uroc       kai ek petr([ac m]eli exortacen autouc  
81:1  (PA) yalmoc tw a?([caf) 
   (o q[c ecth]) e?n cunagogh qn8        (em mecw de qeouc dia) 
2   (krinei     ]) ewc pote krinet?(ai adikian        k[ai pro)  
3   (cwpa ama])r?tolwn lamba?(netai    krinata[i  orfa) 
4   (non kai pt])w?xon     tapino(n kai penhta kai [ptw)  
5   (xon        ek xeir])oc amartol?(ou rucacqai autouc) 
   (ouk egnwcan]) oude cun?(hkan       en ckoti diap[o) 
   (reucontai          c])a?leuqh?(contai panta ta qhmel[ia) 
6   (thc ghc          egw]) e?i?p?a? q?([eoi ectai kai kai uioi uy[ic) 
 
 
    verso 
82:17  (gh co[u] taracic auto])uc p?l?h?r?w?c(on ta procwpa) 
    (autwn atimeia[c      ]) k?ai zhthcouci??n?? t???o?? (onoma cou ke) 
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18   (aicxunqhtocan [kai) t?araxqhtwcan eic to?(n aiwna) 
   (tou aiwnoc        kai e[nt])r?apetwcan kai apol([e]cqwcan) 
19   (kai gnwtocan ot])i ono])ma cou ke8          cu mon?([oc] uyictoc) 
   (epi pasan thn g[hn)           eic to teloc upe?([r twn) 
83:1  (PG lhn[wn        toic uioic ko)r??h              yalm??([oc)  
 2  (wc aga]phta ta ckhnom)ata cou ke8 twn? ([dunamewn)  
 3  (epipo]qei kai eklipei) h yuxh mou ei?c? ([tac aulac) 
   (tou] ku        h kardia mou ka)i?? h carc mou h?([galliacan)] 
 4  (to] epi qn zwnta        kai gar [c])tr??ouqio([n euren eau) 
   (tw] ukian       kai trugwn noc[ci])an eaut?([h         ou qhcei) 
   (ta] noccia eauthc        ta quci[a])c?t?h?r?([ia cou ke twn) 
 
  Apart from the usual spelling mistakes one encounters in 2149 variants are few 
in the new fragment. Of interests are for qn8 for qewn in 81:1 and ke8 in place of kj8 with 
LpauHe* in 82:19. puroj for purou in 80:17 and sou for soi in 82:19 are plain 
mistakes. 
 
6. Phileas (P. Bodmer XX) Plates 9–10 (pp. 58–59) 
  In the editio princeps of P. Bodmer XX (Victor Martin, 1964 p. 34) T. C. Skeat 
is given credit for having discovered a small fragment of that Papyrus among materials 
belonging to Chester Beatty. The fragment in question contains part of p. 7 lines 13–16 
and p. 8 lines 14–17. For some time, however, the fragment could not be located at the 
Chester Beatty Library, although there was no indication that it had been donated to the 
Bibliotheca Bodmeriana. In 1985, however, it was relocated by James Robinson in the 
course of his research on the "Bodmer Papyri". It is framed together with another 
fragment belonging to a Bodmer Papyrus, namely John 19:25–28, 30–32, of P. Bodmer 
II. It is included here since in the plates of the editio princeps it is not very legible due 
to the fact that a photograph of the Beatty piece had been inserted at the appropriate 
place in the manuscript. It reads 
 
7,13  p]ote o 8,14 uc ug 
   kai w   anez 
   ei’ k   hmeia k 
   ei’ d   oc ei’ k 
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Judging from the hand, the third fragment in the frame with the "Bodmer" 
pieces ought to belong to the Chester Beatty Biblical Papyrus VI (Rahlfs 963), but its 
size makes it difficult to place. 
 
7. Luke (P. Chester Beatty XVII) Plates 11–12 (pp. 60–61) 
  A papyrus leaf, now known as P. Chester Beatty XVII, contains Luke 14:7–14. 
It measures c.16.4 cmB x 27.5 cmH and offers 38 substantially complete lines of text. 
Verso precedes recto but the latter was left three-quarters blank, which perhaps 
suggests that the text was used as a lectionary. The entire pericope of A Lesson to 
Guests and Hosts is extant. 
  The text is subdivided by means of enlarged letters commencing vv. 7 and 12, 
and further lectional divisions are marked by colons or spacing. As is readily apparent 
from the Plates, the top left corner (verso), comprising 4 lines of text, needs to be 
moved up 1 line and to the left the equivalent of 3 letters. Orthographically the text is 
very pure. Thrice the scribe confused i and ei (prosanabhqei in v. 10, tapinwn in v. 
11 and dipnon in v. 12), once he wrote ai for e (anapesai in v. 10), and once ei for e 
(eisxaton in v. 10). Our text contains only one substantive variant from UBS3, namely 
the omission of pantwn in v. 10. 
  The manuscript is written in a Coptic type uncial and may be dated to VI/VII 
AD. 
 
    verso    recto  
7  elegen d?[e proc to[u]c k?eklh   mh[de geiton]a?c [plou]c?iouc 
  menouc [para]bol[h]n epexw?[n   mhpot[e] k?ai au[toi a]ntikale 
  pwc tac [prw]tok[li]c?iac   cwcin ce ka[i genh]tai [antapo 
  ecelego[nto] l?egwn proc a?u? 13  doma coi      al?[la ot]an doxh[n 
8  t]ouc [o]t?[an k]lhqhc upo ti?[noc   poihc kalei ptwxouc an[a 
  ei]c gamouc? m?h? k?atakliqhc   peirouc xwlouc: tufl[ouc 
  ei]c thn prwtoklician: mhpot?e 14  kai m?a?karioc ech oti ou 
  e]ntimoteroc cou h keklh   k e?xoucin antapodouna[i 
9  m?enoc up autou: kai elqwn   coi       antapodoqhcet?a?i? [gar 
  o? ce? kai a[u]ton? kalecac   coi en th anactacei 
  e?rei coi doc toutw t[o]pon kai   twn dikaiwn 
  t?ote arch meta aicxun?hc 
  t]on ecxaton topon ka?t?exein 
10  a]ll otan klhqhc: poreu?qei?c 
  a]napecai eic ton eicxa?ton? 
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  topon: i+na otan elqh o? 
  k?eklhkwc ce: erei coi f?[ile 
  p?rosanabhqei anwteron 
  t]ote ectai coi doca enwp[ion 
  t]wn cunanakeimenwn coi 
11  o]ti pac o uywn eauton tap[ei 
  n]wqhcetai    kai o tapinw[n 
  e?auton uywqhcetai 
12  elegen de kai tw keklhko[ti 
  auton ota?n poihc aricton 
  h dipnon mh fwnei touc filo?[uc 
  cou mhde touc adelfouc cou? 
  mhde touc cugg[eneic cou 
 
 
  In conclusion, it gives me great pleasure to express my gratitude to my friend 
and colleague Professor R. T. Lutz for disclosing to me the mysteries of Ethiopic. 
Without his help section 3 could not have been written. I am also grateful to Professor 
George Nickelsburg for his comments, and once again to the Chester Beatty Library for 
permission to publish. 
 
 
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO           A. PIETERSMA 
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